The inscription gives clear evidence for Jews in Campania (lines 2-3), and it can be dated to the time of Claudius or Nero, since it is a memorial to one of Claudius' freedmen (line 4), who did not live very long (lines 8-9) .
Returning now to Pompeii, inconclusive evidence for a Jewish presence is provided by a wall-painting in the House of the Physician, which depicts the judgment of Solomon (Museo Nazionale, Naples 113197). The evidence is inconclusive since the painting contains an element of caricature (cf. Ward-Perkins and Claridge 1979: catalogue 99) . At mOit, it suggests Jewish influence, although it might otherwise betray a debt to a common fund of traditional eastern stories.
A further piece of inconclusive evidence is Cll 12 562, an inscription which is illegible but which might be in Hebrew.
Of greater moment is CIl IV.4976 SODOMAI GOMORA (= Cll 12 567). The analogy between the destruction of these two biblical towns and that of Pompeii is an obvious one. It has been suggested (e.g. by Sogliano: see CIl ad loc.) that the inscription might have been written after the eruption of Vesuvius, possibly by an early excavator (the inscription was found 1.8 metres above Pompei an pavement level), but a more attractive explanation is that it was written during the ash-fall (see CIl ad loc.).
Additionally, allowing the inference that there existed at Pompeii a Jewish community large enough even to influence the economy, there are inscriptions on several amphorae which can feasibly be taken to refer to kosher food. We have, for instance, MUR CAST (CIl IV.2609), i.e. "muria casta", possibly a kosher pickle.5 Given the continuing fame of Neapolitan seafood, this pickle most certainly would have contained fish (as, clearly, does the muria at Pliny Hist. Nat. 31.94) , and the fish would have complied with Jewish food laws, as laid down e.g. at Deut. 14.9-10: "Of all that live in water you may eat .these: whatever has fins and scales you may eat. And whatever does not have fins and scales you shall not eat; it is unclean for you" (NRSV); cf. In addition to amphorae which contain "muria casta", amphorae have been found at Pompeii with inscriptions possibly referring to a kosher brand of garum, the fish sauce for which the city was renowned (cf. e.g. Pliny Hist. Nat. 31.94). Note CIl IV.2569 GAR CAST, i.e. "garum castum" (although note that the first letter is indistinct), and see the notes ad loco in CIl, where the reader is invited to compare CIl IV.2611 PAN CAST (perhaps [g]A[r] (urn) CAST), and an urn, possibly from Pompeii but now in the British Museum, which is inscribed GAR CAST.6
Of some importance too is the witness of inscriptions which preserve Jewish names, for instance Maria (CIl IV.1507.6 = CIJ 12 564, in a list of female slaves working in a weaving establishment; cf. CIJ 12 565, an electoral proclamation containing the same name), or Martha (CIL IV.5244 = CIJ J2 566: MARTHAE HOC TRICLINIUMI EST. NAM IN TRICHILINIO (sic) CACAT (written on the wall of a latrine); cf. perhaps also
That castus/-a means a "kosher" is certainly feasible, but since hard evidence is in short supply, a degree of caution is advisable. Note, however, that castus can be used to gloss Ka8ap6c; (CGL 1I.216.47) This and the preceding paragraph form the starting point to a note on Pliny Hist. Nat. 31. 95 (about kosher garum) which will appear elsewhere in a forthcoming edition of ALTa C/assica. the uncertain evidence of CIL IV. 3763 MARirE, where it is possible that Greek and Latin letters have been mixed together).
Lastly, and of decisive importance, there is CIL IV.6990 = Cll 12 563: TY/ ILUX/ IYDAIKOY. Although this inscription is difficult to interpret, Greek and Latin having apparently been mixed together here too, that IYDAIKOY is a Latinised spelling of the Greek genitive 'lovoaLK6v seems clear enough, and the evidence of the inscription for a Jewish presence at Pompeii is indisputable. TY is presumably a syncopation of the Greek genitive form TO;? of the definite article. ILUX, Le. ILEX, is probably a name, perhaps a spelling of Felix.? A possible interpretation, taking the genitives into account, might be "Felix, < the slave> of a Jew".
So much for archaeological evidence for Jews. What about Christians? Once again, there are archaeological finds which have been cited as evidence, and once again they are owed mostly to Vesuvius. Although the evidence of all these finds is inconclusive, it seems to me that they are nontheless of sufficient interest to merit a brief survey.
In an upper room in the House of the Bicentenary in Herculaneum, there is a cupboard above which, carved into the stucco, is the impression of a cross. According to C.J. Herner, however,8 this impression "is likely to have been made not by a Christian cross but by a bracket supporting a shelf or the like". To be sure, the wall around the cross shows signs of having been covered by a square fixture of sorts.
It has been suggested that the two examples of the ROTAS-SATOR word-square found amongst the graffiti from Pompeii (CIL IV.8l23, 8623) suggest Christian activity there.9 But it is not certain whether the word-square was invented by Christians, for all it may have been used by them later. Given that the Pompeian examples pre-date all others by many years, their discovery is by no means a sure indication of a Pompeian congregation of early brethren.
Finally, also cited as evidence for Christians at Pompeii has been CIL IV.679.4 CHRlSTlRAU (?) (see CIL ad loc.); but it is impossible to found certain conclusions on a one-word inscription whose first two letters are rather indistinct.
That there is no conclusive archaeological evidence for a Christian presence on the Bay of Naples in the 1st Century AD is not to say that there were no Christians, however, or necessarily that they left no trace of their presence. On the contrary, since many early Christians were also Jews, it is possible that remains testifying to a Jewish presence were in fact left by practising Christians. But for certain indication of Christian activity, one has to look outside the realm of archaeology, in literature. There are two passages to consider, and the testimony they give initially appears contradictory. But after closer examination, the apparent witness of the later passage can be seen to be misleading. A tactic commonly employed by opponents of the faith in the early days of Christianity, so Tertullian alleges (Apol. 40.1-2), was to blame Christians for natural disasters: "On the contrary, the term 'faction' must be applied [sc. not to Christians but] to those who unite in the hatred of good and evil men, and who cry out against innocent blood, in addition blatantly fabricating this empty charge in defence of their hatred, that Christians are the cause of every civil disaster and every public misfortune from the beginning of time. If the Tiber overflows its banks, if the Nile does not run up onto the land, if the heavens stand still, if the earth moves, if there is famine or plague, the cry goes up at once: "Christians to the lions!"IO Tertullian therefore gives a list of disasters for which Christians could not be held responsible, and among these, he cites the eruption of Vesuvius (Apol. 40.8): "But they did not complain about Christians in Etruria and Campania, when fire from heaven engulfed Vulsinii, and fire from the mountain Pompeii" .11
It is possible, but would be wrong to infer from the above quotations that Tertullian thought that there were no Christians in Campania in AD 79: firstly, his stance is rhetorical and even rather emotional, and, secondly, Tertullian would not have set out to contradict the second of the two relevant literary passages, Acts 28.13-14, a passage which he must have read,12 and which specifically states that there were Christians in Puteoli (pozzuoli) when Paul passed through on his way to Rome: "... then we weighed anchor and came to Rhegium. After one day there a south wind sprang up, and on the second day we came to Puteoli. There we found b~lievers~d were invited to stay with them for seven days. And so we came to Rome" (NRSV).13
The Tertullian passages just quoted cannot be taken to deny that there were 1st Century Christians in Campania. But equally, since they do not make any clear statements to the fact, they cannot be used as hard evidence that there were Christians. The argument that there were Christians therefore boils down to the question of Luke's reliability as an historian when writing Acts. As it happens, there is no reason to doubt his word, since it is not a matter in which he is likely to lie, and since his account can be proved accurate in other parts. We are told, for instance, that he and Paul travelled to Puteoli on an Alexandrian ship (Acts 28.11), and he is accurate at Acts 28.13-14 as regards the best route for grain ships from Alexandria and the quickest way to Rome for passengers travelling on them.14 Also, where Luke's facts can be checked in other parts of the Acts, he is invariably 
